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Demonstration of high-brightness-mode propagation in a compound
waveguide structure
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We demonstrate the existence of an unusual and useful high-brightness guided mode of a multimode
AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure compound slab waveguide. This mode has a narrow near-field single
lobe confined to the low-index regions of the waveguide. This mode was selectively probed by
optically exciting quantum wells optimally placed in the waveguide. By pumping in a stripe
geometry, lasing is observed above a threshold of 80 kW/cm2 indicating efficient lasing in the
highest-order waveguide mode. The near-field emission pattern of the waveguide was imaged to
provide a direct measurement of the intensity profile of the higher-order mode. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!02128-2#
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An important and as yet unresolved problem in the o
ward development of laser diodes is that of raising the po
extracted while not compromising the source brightne
Brightness is defined as the power emitted into a unit s
angle per unit emitting area from a single spatial mod1

Conventional semiconductor lasers emitting in a single s
tial mode have small~mm scale! apertures. This small emis
sion aperture size limits the maximum emitted power prior
the onset of catastrophic facet degradation.

Typically, the maximum power extracted from high
power, narrow stripe lasers is in the region of;200 mW.2

Using the simple expedient of increasing the emitting ap
ture area results in increased power but at the expense o
source brightness due to the onset of filamentary emis
and/or lasing in high-order modes. Unfortunately, sou
brightness is key to many applications since this quan
determines the minimum spot size to which the emission
be focused. The ability to focus high-power laser diode lig
to small spots~;1 mm! is key to many uses such as efficie
coupling to single-mode fiber, for fiber amplifier applicatio
and the production of high-power densities for cutting, we
ing, and soldering applications.

While the waveguide geometry created both by the se
conductor layer structure and the surface processing of a
ser diode impact on characteristics such as laser thres
and emission efficiency, they can also be used to tailor
device modal emission. Waveguide engineering can be u
effectively to improve laser diode characteristics such as
put power3,4 and emission spatial coherence.1 However, in
many cases it is difficult to increase both the emitted pow
and its spatial coherence in tandem; i.e., it is often difficul
achieve an increase in brightness even if the output powe
maximized. A particular example of this is where hig
efficiency launching of light is required from a high-pow
laser diode into a single-mode optical fiber for rare-ear
doped fiber amplifier pumping. Existing large aperture la
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diodes can emit at high powers, but due to poor sou
brightness, only a fraction of this light is useful for fibe
coupling.

Reference 5 describes a compound waveguide struc
which supports a higher-order ‘‘supermode.’’ We show n
merically in a separate publication6 that this mode consider
ably increases the guided-mode brightness over that of c
ventional laser diode waveguides of equivalent dimensi
Furthermore, we demonstrate the brightness increase
comparing the coupling efficiency of the emission from a
mm aperture compound waveguide, which we call a L
GUIDE, to a single-mode fiber with that of a convention
high-power multimode ridge waveguide structure. Coupli
efficiency improvements of up to 53 and as high as 20% ar
expected for butt coupling. The exceptional nature of t
result was highlighted when we computed the coupling e
ciency between the single-mode fiber and a single-m
ridge waveguide with a ridge width of 3mm. In this case the
coupling efficiency was 13%, a figure in keeping with wh
is commonly experimentally observed for butt coupling
single-mode fiber to ridge waveguide laser diodes.

Our primary aim in this work is to examine a close
related waveguiding structure and to demonstrate experim
tally the existence of the higher-order guided mode which
proposed in Refs. 5 and 6. This we achieve by examining
emission characteristics of a photopumped AlGaAs/Ga
based LO-GUIDE in which InGaAs quantum wells~QWs!
have been placed at the antinode of the LO-GUIDE mo
Even though our initial calculations concerned late
waveguiding solutions, our experimental approach involv
implementation of the waveguide geometry in the transve
~growth! direction in order to facilitate waveguide realizatio
by exploiting the tighter control that current semiconduc
epitaxial growth techniques allow over surface processin

The structure studied in this experiment was grown
metal–organic vapor-phase epitaxy. The waveguide cor
our structure was grown on a GaAs substrate and consi
of a 3.4mm GaAs high-index region, followed by a 0.6mm
Al0.27Ga0.73As low refractive index layer. The waveguid
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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core was surrounded by top and bottom Al0.32Ga0.68As clad-
ding layers of 1.3 and 2.0mm. Using the refractive index
data of Adachi,7 this layer structure produces a refracti
index profile as shown in Fig. 1 at a wavelength ofl
5980 nm. This refractive index profile corresponds to half
the waveguide geometry introduced in Ref. 5. Due to ba
structure and absorption considerations, this is the opti
structure for optical pumping measurements. However,
results reported in this work are equally valid for the fu
waveguide structure introduced in Refs. 5 and 6.

Figure 1 also shows all of the calculated guided mo
of the slab waveguide structure illustrated at the top of F
1. These modes were calculated using standard waveg
theory.8 Obviously, the waveguide supports many mod
However, the two highest-order confined modes~X and Y!
are striking. They are effectively confined to the low-ind
region of the waveguide. Second, although these are
highest-order guided modes, the optical power is confine
a narrow lobe in each case. The aim of this work is to sh
that these counterintuitive results are not mere artifacts of
theory but are in fact stable, guided modes of the wavegu

Due to the inherent difficulties in probing an individu
higher-order mode of a multimode waveguide by purely p
sive means such as optical transmission measurements
approach involved incorporation of quantum wells into t
waveguide which emit light when photopumped. Five I
GaAs quantum wells with a peak luminescence ofl
5980 nm were positioned in the center of the Al0.27Ga0.73As
layer facilitating excitation of spontaneous emission direc
inside the structure which coupled directly into the wav
guide modes. To determine the optimum position for exc

FIG. 1. Calculated guided modes for the LO-GUIDE waveguide struc
operating atl5980 nm. Also shown is the transverse-index profile of t
sample and the overlap of the quantum wells with each mode~G!.
Downloaded 11 Feb 2010 to 134.226.1.234. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tion of the higher-order ‘‘supermodes’’~X andY in Fig. 1!,
we modeled the overlap of the quantum wells with the op
cal modes of the cavity.9 Our modeling results indicated tha
for this purpose, the optimum position of the QWs was at
peak of the supermode. We also have given the calcula
optical confinement factor for the quantum wells for ea
mode in Fig. 1. The supermode~Y! has the highest confine
ment factor for this QW position, and consequently, the na
ral experimental verification of the existence of this mode
to measure the near-field pattern of the waveguide emis
when the sample is pumped in a stripe geometry above
lasing threshold. Since the mode with the largest confi
ment factor will reach the threshold first, it will dominate th
near-field emission pattern of the sample near the thresh

Samples were cleaved to a cavity length of appro
mately 1 mm and optically pumped using aQ-switched,
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG with emission atl5532 nm, a
pulse length of 5 ns, and a repetition rate of 20 Hz. The la
emission was focused to a 50-mm-wide stripe on the sample
surface with care being taken to ensure that the stripe wa
uniform intensity along the full length of the sample. Th
pump intensity was measured using a calibrated ene
meter and controlled with a variable neutral density filt
The light emission versus pump power characteristic w
obtained by focusing the filtered edge emission of the sam
onto a silicon photodiode and is shown in Fig. 2~a!. A clear
threshold can be seen in this curve indicating the onse
lasing at an intensity of approximately 80 kW/cm2. A nar-
rowed spectral linewidth of 6 nm full width at half maximum
~FWHM! was observed above threshold@Fig. 2~b!# as com-
pared to the subthreshold linewidth of about 30 nm FWH

The observation of lasing with a reasonably low
threshold pump intensity10 is strong evidence that the tran
verse mode of the structure has a high-confinement facto
predicted using our modal analysis in Fig. 1. We measu
the structure’s near-field emission pattern to unambiguou
confirm the structure of the transverse mode. The laser e
sion was magnified and captured using a 4030.6 numerical
aperture objective and charge-coupled device camera co
nation. The magnification of this optical system was ca

e

FIG. 2. ~a! Edge emission power vs 532 nm pump power for the L
GUIDE sample. There is a clear threshold at a pump power of appr
mately 80 kW/cm2. ~b! Emission spectrum for increasing pump power.
 license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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brated by imaging a calibration target of known dimensio
In Fig. 3 we show the measured intensity profile in the tra
verse direction~solid line!. The near-field profile is strongly
peaked in the low-index Al0.27Ga0.73As layer while it has an
oscillatory tail stretching into the high-index 3.4-mm-thick
GaAs layer. Also shown is the calculated intensity profi
~dashed line! of the highest-order mode, taking into accou
the 1 mm system resolution. There is excellent agreem
between the measured and calculated profiles. The agree
with the main lobe of the mode is excellent while there
also reasonable agreement in the profile tail. A poss
source of deviation in the tail is interference from the oth
waveguide modes, which although not above lasing thre
old still emit spontaneous emission and contribute to
near-field profile primarily in this region. As a final check o
our results we show the near-field pattern obtained by tra
mitting monochromatic light atl5980 nm through the sam
sample. In this case the light was coupled into the wavegu
using another 403 microscope objective. Now, however, th
transmitted light coincides with the high-index GaAs lay
and our calculations again indicate that in the case of laun
ing light from external to the waveguide, guiding occurs,
is conventional, in the high-index layer and that in this ca
it is guided in the fundamental waveguide mode.

FIG. 3. Comparison between measured~solid! and calculated~dashed! near-
field patterns for the compound waveguide structure, account having
taken of system resolution. Also shown is the near-field transmission s
trum of the waveguide~dotted line!.
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In a separate report6 we show that guided modes such
the one observed in this work significantly enhance
brightness characteristics of guided wave optical com
nents. Because of the narrow emission lobe of this mo
narrower even than the lowest-order~fundamental! guided
mode, single-mode fiber coupling can be significantly
creased.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated experimentally
existence of a higher-order guided mode which is predo
nately confined to the low-index region of a compou
AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure waveguide. This mode w
selectively excited by optically pumping QWs placed to e
hance the supermode emission under lasing conditions.
moderately low-threshold pump intensity~80 kW/cm2! and
narrow spectral emission width indicate that the structure
lasing in a well-confined mode. Our modal calculatio
showed that for this structure the low-threshold lasing mo
were strongly confined in the low-index part of the com
pound waveguide. On measuring the near-field profile ex
lent agreement was obtained between the calculated n
field profile and that measured from the waveguide structu
Emission into this mode has predominantly a single lobe
the near field and is narrower than the lowest-order wa
guide mode demonstrating the increased brightness poss
ties of the LO-GUIDE concept.

This work was performed under the European Union E
PRIT Project TRUE-BLUE~Project No. 22,666!.
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